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Abstract: A new method for fast and simple segmentation of peripheral blood smears using Teager energy operator 
(TEO) is presented. The two-pan algorithm efficiently segments leucocytes present in the smear into nucleus and cyto- 
plasm. The local mean weighted high pass filtering property of Teager energy operator is used to identify and distinguish 
the nucleus of white blood cells. Cytoplasm present in the white blood cells is segmented using selective mathematical 
morphology. Experimental results are shown for a blood smear containing multiple nnclei. It was observed that modified 
histogram developed using TEO can efficiently segment even multiple nuclei. Experiments have been conducted to verify 
the accuracy of the proposed segmentation scheme for all the major types of leucocytes. Simulation results have shown 
that our algorithm segments nuclei effectively even at low percentage of impulse noise. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ultimate goal of blood cell segmentation is to ex- 
tract blood cells from a complicated background and to 
segment every cell into morphological components such 
as nucleus, cytoplasm. holes and some others. Cell seg- 
mentation is an important and challenging task in medical 
image processing. The accuracy of segmentation plays a 
major role in the further steps like leucocyte (white blood 
cell) identification, classification and automated differen- 
tial leucocyte count. Numerous segmentation methods 
for digitized cell image scenes from peripheral blood or 
bone marrow smears have been proposed. Wermser, el al. 
[ I  ] introduced a hierarchical scheme using a priori infor- 
mation regarding chromatic propertics of background and 
cell components. Wu et al. [Z] have proposed an Opti- 
mal segmentation of cell images, which is robust to noise 
but can only handle non-overlapping cells, with smooth 
boundaries or contours. Some limitations of these meth- 
ods include, use of a priori information and rigid mod- 
els, requirement of overlapping cells to be dissimilar, [Z] 
etc. We are proposing a two-pan segmentation scheme ' 
that makes use of a discrete time Teager Energy Opera- 
tor and selective mathematical morphology. Experimen- 
tal results have shown that our algorithm has the ability 
to segment majority of the varieties of white blood cells 
(WBC) correctly. The proposed approach works well 
in segmenting cytoplasm of WBC by using only lumi- 
nance component of the image, unlike the conventional 
approaches that make use of prior knowledge of color in- 
formation. 

2. SEGMENTATION SCHEME 

In a typical peripheral blood smear color image four re- 
gions may be observed which are, namely, the background, 
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erythrocytes (un-nucleated cells), nucleus and the cyto- 
plasm of the leucocytes. Background is the lighter white 
pan ofthe image (highest gray-level), nuclei appear rather 
dark (lowest gray-level), while erythrocytes display an in- 
termediate level. Other attributes (cytoplasm color, nu- 
clear shape and texture) may differ from one image to the 
other, depending on the particular type of the cell. 

The proposed segmentation scheme shown in Fig. 1 
is basically a two-part process of segmenting WBC into 
nucleus and cytoplasm. 

2.1. Nuclei Segmentation 

Our approach for segmenting nucleus is based on the edges 
that are effectively detected by Teager energy operator, 
that has been proposed by Kaiser. One dimensional dis- 
crete time TEO of a signal x(n) is defined as 

T(n) = 2[n] -.In + l].z[n - 11 (1) 

which has the physical interpretation of total energy for 
an oscillatory spring mass system. Also, successive sam- 
ples which are highly correlated are suppressed by this 
operator. As a result, the edges, which are uncorrelated 
are expected to stand out separately. TEO can be easily 
extended to 2 dimensions e.g.,.Xyype IB filter suggested 
by Mitra [3] which is obtained by applying the filtering 
operation along the diagonal directions. 

T(n,n) = 222[m,n]-z[m-l ,n+l]z[m+l,n~l]  

(2) 

As discussed in [3], the output of Type I6 Teager fil- 
ter is approximately equal to a high-pass filter response 
weighted by the local-mean (p).  . ' 

T(m,n) = p[4z[m,n] - z [m-  l , n +  11- 

- z[m - 1,n - l]z[m + l , n +  11 

z[m+l ,n-1] -z [m- l ,n -1] -z [m+l ,n+1]] (3)  
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed two-part segmen- 
tation scheme 

Type 1B filter helps in better identification of edges than 
other types because most of the peripheral blood smear 
images are oversampled such that a major portion of the 
visually sensitive details fall into the midband range. The 
support of the Type 1B filter is larger than that of the Type 
1A filter, whose output is the sum o f 2 D  TEOs evaluated 
in horizontal and vertical directions. Hence, the passband 
ofthe Type 1 B filter will be close towards the midband re- 
gion than that of Type LA filter This property has been 
used for image enhancement [3]. It has been shown [41 
that the sensitivity of the Type 1B Teager filter to the lo- 
cal mean can be adjusted by generalizing TEO by raising 
each term to a fractional power. 

T(n) = @"[n] - [.[n - l].z[n + 1]]'/" (4) 

Like TEO this equation can he approximated as a high- 
pass function weighted by a local mean by applying the 
binomial theorem. 

. .  
The above equation is extended to 2D thus giving a mean 
weighted h g h  pass filtering interpretation for general- 
ized Type IB Teager filter .The weighting of the local 
mean can be adjusted by changing the parameter m. For 
m < 2, the high-pass output is multiplied by the local 
mean, raised to some power, and thus is weighted more 
heavily in high intensity regions. When m > 2 the high- 
pass output is divided by the local mean, raised to some 
power, and thus is weighted more heavily in low intensity 
regions. For m=2, the filter output does not depend on the 
local mean and approximates the output of the Laplacian 
filter. 
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2.1.1. Algorirhm 

Fig. 1 shows the detailed algorithm for nucleus extraction 
from the given peripheral blood smear slide. G compo- 
nent of RGB image has been shown to distinguish nuclei 
from background and cornhination of cytoplasm and cry- 
throcytes [ l ]  well. Hence, Generalized Type IB Teager 
filter, which is referred to as Teager filter, with a value 
of m > 2 is applied to the G component of the pre- 
processed color image so that the edges on the nucleus 
boundary are highlighted. We have observed that for a 
particular database the optimum value of m is fairly con- 
stant. The threshold for identifying the nucleus boundary 
is obtained from the histogram plot of Teager filter out- 
put. There are isolated pixels, elsewhere in the thresh- 
olded Teager filter output mostly due to thresholding and 
impulse noise present if any. This problem is overcome 
by using neighborhood rules which remove an isolated 
pixel if it's number of neighboring pixels in a local win- 
dow is less than a threshold. Next the nucleus boundary is 
tracked for discontinuities and an edge linking algorithm 
is used for filling them. A histogram, corresponding to 
pixels on the nucleus boundary in the original image iden- 
tified by the above steps, is plotted. T h s  histogram is 
clearly bimodal and has a deep valley. But the original 
histogram lacks this property which makes the threshold 
selection corresponding to nucleus difficult. The thresh- 
old to separate the nucleus is selected from this modified 
histogram. This threshold selection procedure can he au- 
tomated. 

2.2. Cytoplasm Segmentation 

Fig. I shows an efficient method of using morphological 
operations for the segmentation of cytoplasm present in 
WBC. Morphological operations used here try to differ- 
entiate and segment WBC from non interesting objects 
like RBC based on shape and size. Hence conventional 
morphological operations fail to segment WBC property 
when it's size is close to that of cluster of RBCs present 
in cell e.g., small and medium lymphocytes. Hence, to 
overcome this problem, location of nucleus identified by 
above mentioned approach is used, thus segmenting cy- 
toplasm effectively as explained below. Center of each 
segmented nucleus is determined either by calculating it's 
center of gravity or by successive morphological erosions 
by very small structuring element and memorizing the ul- 
timate eroded image. The center of gravity of these ulti- 
mate eroded is the center of each nucleus. Background is 
removed from preprocessed image by simple threshold- 
ing (0.8 for most of the images) on histogram. All the 
pixels of objects detected by background removal are as- 
signed gray level 1 while background pixels are assigned 
0 level thus obtaining B binary image. A rectangular Io- 
cal window of suitable size centered at calculated center 
of each nucleus is used to obtain suh-images containing 
WBC and limited number of RBCs. It has been observed 
through experiments that problems created by large clus- 
ters of RBCs in segmentation of cytoplasm are avoided 
by this selective local image processing. Molphologi- 
cal erosion [51, with suitable structuring element, is op- 
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Fig. 3. In each row left image represents type of WBC 
and right image represents segmented nucleus and cyto- 
plasm [a] Basophil granulocytes, [b] Band neutrophils, 
[c] Eosinophil granulocytes, [d] Large lymphocytes, [el 
Monocytes 

these granules. The modified histogram obtained in this 
case is not exactly bimodal due to the presence of these 
edges. But still an accurate threshold could be selected 
by checking for minima in the hstogram within the par- 
ticular gray level range corresponding to the nucleus. 

Figs. 2[i]-2[1] show the performance of 2nd part of 
algorithm in segmenting cytoplasm from the input im- 
age shown in Fig. 2[a]. The binary image shown in 
Fig. 2[i] obtained after removing background by sim- 
ple thresholding is eroded with a circular structuring el- 
ement to remove RBCs as shown in Fig. 201. Shape 
and size of the segmented nuclei and cytoplasm shown 
in Fig. 2[1] are found to be close to thoie of the nuclei 
and cytoplasm of WBCs present in the input image. It 
was observed that circular structuring element performs 
very well than square structuring element in segmenting 
cytoplasm. Structuring elements of larger size, that UIC 

preferred to remove all non-interested objects like RBC, 
can cause considerable distortion to cytoplasm. Hence 
we have used circular structural element of optimum size 
which is fairly constant for this particular database. Fig. 
3 depicts the performance of the two-part segmentation 

procedure for different types of leucocytes. 
Mean weighted high pass filtering analysis of TEO 

has been made use to select exact threshold for elimi- 
nation of background also. ‘The samples, of gray image 
to he segmented, are mapped using a value of m < 2 
(m=0.2 here) so that the edges on the cytoplasm bor- 
der in sub-image are highlighted well as shown in Fig. 
2[c]. It has been observed that similar to nuclei segmen- 
tation, here also modified histogram shows two peaks, 
one for pixels of both WBC and RBC and another for 
background . This bimodal histogram facilitated exact 
thresholding for eliminating background. An improve- 
ment has been done to minimize the distortion caused by 
morphological operations also. The output of 2nd part of 
algorithm is multiplied with TEO of binary image to ob- 
tain exact boundarj of WBC for non-overlapping cells. 
This boundary is filled to obtain perfectly segmented cy- 
toplasm. This method has been tested with many images 
but results are not reported here. Even for overlapping 
cells performance can be improved by applying further 
morphological operations which is left for future work. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated an algorithm for efficient blood 
cell segmentation using concepts from image process- 
ing to isolate individual white blood cells from the given 
blood smear slide and segment them into nucleus and cy- 
toplasm. Experimental results have shown that our al- 
gorithm has the ability to segment the major varieties of 
WBCs correctly, using only luminance component of the 
images, unlike the conventional approaches that make use 
of prior knowledge of color information. The algorithm 
is found to segment nucleus of WBCs in blood smears 
correctly even at low levels of impulse noise. 
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